
Comprehensive
Risk Management

Pinkerton is the leading
provider of comprehensive risk
management services and
solutions for organizations
around the globe.

About Pinkerton

Pinkerton is a global comprehensive risk management
leader focused on delivering brains-to-boots specialized
solutions. With over 170 years of legacy, Pinkerton has built
unparallel institutional knowledge, while having sight into
future risk businesses are facing.

We bring our agile, knowledge-based design — powered by
a human-to-machine approach via applied risk science — to
harmonize strategy and tactical implementation services that
address a total risk perspective. As a trusted partner, you can
rely on our family of thousands of employees and connected
partners across 100+ countries to support your risk
management and security needs.

We never sleep

Learn how Pinkerton can help your company.
Call +1 800-724-1616, or visit www.pinkerton.com today.
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Risk is ever present, ever
changing, and ever complex.

How are you preparing
your organization?

At Pinkerton, we have a comprehensive approach to risk management and 
security that identifies risks impacting your organization’s objectives.

In designing our specialized solutions, we take a knowledge-based approach 
that leverages over 170 years of legacy and institutional knowledge to serve 
the entire spectrum of your needs.

Our tailored solutions reduce, manage, and mitigate risks by delivering our 
services from strategy to tactical implementation globally.

TOTAL RISK PERSPECTIVE KNOWLEDGE-BASED DESIGN END-TO-END DELIVERY

Pinkerton takes a Total Risk Perspective to analyze risk. We 
break down risk into four connected qudrants and examin your 
threats with a maco and micro, extrenal and internal point of 
view.

The risk landscape is ever changing, therefore it is essential to 
have the right perspective when designing and implementing a 
strategy that considers future risks, as well as current ones.

Focusing on only one component of risk without understanding 
the connecivity can lead to unintended consequences.

We blend our experience and expertise with applied risk 
science methodology to gauge your total risk perspective.

At Pinkerton we harmonize our people, technology, and 
knowledge to provide specialized solutions that address 
your comprehensive risk management needs.

A critical component of comprehensive risk management is 
a end-to-end delivery structure.

We can help navigate your organization through risks in the 
marketplace by providing continuity between your strategic 
objectives and the implementation of tactical services.

This allows us to integrate with your company at the 
appropriate level and provide a full range of support from 
incident to full time, on demand.

At Pinkerton, we provide local access to comprehensive 
managed services that incorporate common global operations, 
specialized services, connected resources and ongoing 
performance management.

These elements are key for a functioning sustainable risk 
management approach that can withstand the rise and fall of 
business cycles.

With over 170 years of experience and expertise, we are able to 
lend our knowledge and Global Viglance Network to our clients.
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